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This document includes only one character which is used for one kind of bird in Cantonese. The 
corresponding traditional form (U+2A0B9 𪂹) had been encoded in CJK Ext. B, which was 
submitted by China, Chinese Hong Kong SAR and TCA. Kangxi Dictionary includes the traditional 
form as one kind of bird, but the meaning is not clear enough; on the other hand, this character 

could be used as the clear meaning as one of the morphemes for the word “quail” in Cantonese, 
that is why Chinese Hong Kong SAR included it in HKSCS and submitted to IRG. 
 
1. Proposal 
This simplified form is used commonly in Guangdong Province and Guangxi Zhuang AR 
nowadays, so I propose it to include into UAX #45 for the future IRG WS submission. 

Glyph IDS RS TS FS 
Traditional 

form 
Putonghua Cantonese 

 ⿰春鸟 196'.9 14 1 

U+2A0B9 

chu n ceon1 
𪂹 

There are kMandarin and kCantonese properties values of U+2A0B9 (𪂹) in Unihan DB, 
which could be both inherited to the new character. 
Singapore once submitted this character to CJK Extension C1 project as RW9246 (C1-25701) in 
IRGN725 and IRGN899, but they didn’t submit any acceptable evidence at that time, and this 
character has not been encoded in later CJK Ext. C block. 

 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hZqb3osX8WRpgAXeYwBzXfQooWh2DABt/view?usp=sharing
rick
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2. Brief introduction 
Quail is one common kind of bird all over the world, and it is also common in Guangdong, 
Guangxi, Hong Kong and Macao. The official name is 鹌鹑/鵪鶉 in modern Chinese, but there 
are many ancient and local names, such as 鹑/鶉, 鹑𱊣/鶉䳺, 鹑𫛩/鶉鴳, 鹑𮭨/鶉鷃, 鴽/𫛪, 
𱉲/鴾, 𬸝/鶕 and so on. 
In the movie All’s Well, End’s Well (《家有囍事》), Shang Foon (常歡) played by Stephen Chow 
(周星馳) was hit by a quail egg and caused a concussion. In the real world, a quail egg doesn’t 
have so much power to injury the human brain so seriously, that is just a comedy expression to 
achieve a kind of artistic tension. 

 
Fig. 2.1 Quail Eggs in the Movie 

(Screenshot quoted from the BiliBili video, 00:59:00) 
However, quail and quail egg are very common edible in Guangdong, Guangxi, HK, Macao and 
so on, that has also become the classic dishes in Cantonese cuisine. Fig. 2.2 shows quail eggs 
baked with salt. This kind of vendor was once very common on the street. Fig.2.3 shows one 
kind of Cantonese tong sui (糖水 or 甜汤, which could be translated to “desert soup”), and 
there are the quail eggs as the ingredients. The photo was taken in one Cantonese cuisine 
restaurant in Beijing by my friend. 

 
Fig. 2.2 Quail eggs baked with salt 

https://hkmdb.com/db/movies/view.mhtml?id=7549&display_set=eng
https://hkmdb.com/db/people/view.mhtml?id=7230&display_set=eng
https://b23.tv/gGrYPPK
https://www.tastingtable.com/1014145/tong-sui-the-sweet-cantonese-treat-you-should-know/
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/ON1_hz6D-SgihcazqvDBCA
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Fig. 2.3. One kind of Cantonese tong sui 

The current kFanqie property value for U+9D89 (鶉) is 常倫, that means the reading of the 
character should follow 禪母臻攝諄韻三等合口平聲, and its homophonic commonly-used 
Hanzi should be 純, 蒓, 醇 and so on, that means the most suitable Cantonese reading for 
U+9D89 (鶉) and U+9E51 (鹑) is seon4 which has been included in Unihan DB. However, the 
Cantonese colloquial word of “quail” is “am1 ceon1” not “am1 seon4”. 

UCS Char. fanqie       

U+9D89 鶉 
常 禪 宕 陽 三 開 平 

倫 來 臻 諄 三 合 平 

In 2007 edition of List of Graphemes of Commonly-used Chinese Characters (《常用字字形表》), 

the authors provided two Cantonese readings, one is ceon11 which the homophonic Hanzi is 
春, the other one is seon4 which the homophonic Hanzi is 純. 

 

Fig. 2.4 SN #4688 of 2007 re-arranged edition of “List of Graphemes of Commonly-used Chinese 
Characters” (p. 383) 

 
1 The tone is missing in the original book. 
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In 2003 edition of Guǎnɡzhōuyīn Zìdiǎn (《广州音字典》) also provided two Cantonese 
readings, one is ce n¹1  (=ceon1) which the homophonic Hanzi is 春 , the other one is se n⁴ 
(=seon4) which the homophonic Hanzi is 纯. 

 

Fig. 2.5 2003 edition of “Guǎnɡzhōuyīn Zìdiǎn” (p. 422) 
There is not the separate entry for 鶉 in the 1964 edition of Chinese-Portuguese Dictionary 
(Dicionário Chinês-Português, 《中葡字典》) which is a dictionary published in Macao, but we 

can find it under the entry of 鵪, and the reading is also the same as 春. 

 
Fig. 2.6 1964 edition of “Chinese-Portuguese Dictionary” (p. 493) 

 
I also checked the readings of 鹑/鶉, 春 and 纯/純 in other surrounding dialects, such as 
Theater Mandarin for Nanning Yongju Opera (邕剧戏棚官话), Nanning Yue-dialect (南宁粤方

言) and Nanning Mandarin-dialect (邕州官话/南宁下郭街官话方言). 

Dialects /   /  

Theater Mandarin for  
Nanning Yongju Opera 

ʦʰɐn⁵⁵ 
ʦʰuɐn⁵⁵ 

ʦʰɐn⁵⁵ 
ʦʰuɐn⁵⁵ 

ʦʰɐn¹¹ 
ʦʰuɐn¹¹ 

Nanning Yue-dialect ʦʰɐn⁵⁵ ʦʰɐn⁵⁵ tɐn²²2 

Nanning Mandarin-dialect ʨʰyn³⁵ ʨʰyn³⁵ ɬən³¹ 

 
I understand some researchers hope to block the real reading in the daily life and the regular 
Hanzi (that means 正字 here) together, but the people often don’t accept. If it is not easy to use 
the requested one in this document (aka ), they would choose the homophonic form as 春. 

Fig. 2.7 shows the situation in the vegetable market in Guangdong, and Fig. 2.8 shows the 
situation in the Cantonese dimsum restaurant (广式茶楼). I also found the relevant form is used 
in other places, such as Guiding County, Qiannan Bouyei and Miao Autonomous Prefecture, 
Guizhou Province (贵州省黔南布依族苗族自治州贵定县). Please see Fig. 2.9. On the other hand, 
there are other meanings for 鹑/鶉 which is not only used as “quail”. If we block the same 
reading of 春 with 鹑/鶉, the reading will not match other meanings; and the only one clear 
meaning of the submitted character is related to “quail”, that is why I don’t request for the 
semantic variants information in Section 1. Fig. 3.7 also shows the homophonic implication 
used in Cantonese cuisine. If we use 鹑/鶉, the implication would be not easy to understand. 

 
1 The original book shows ce u¹ (=ceoi1), I modified the reading based on the homophonic Hanzi. 
2 This is an exceptional reading to imitate the reading of 顿 or 沌 in Nanning Yue-dialect. 
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Fig. 2.7 詹伯慧, 钟奇, 甘于恩, 高然, 甘甲才, 唐莉, 涂良军: 《广东地区社会语言文字应用

问题调查研究》, 广州: 暨南大学出版社, 2000.8, ISBN 7-81029-916-6, p. 115 

 
Fig. 2.8 黄国声; 岭南文库编辑委员会, 广东中华民族文化促进会: 《羊城谈旧录》 (岭南文

化知识书系), 广州: 广东人民出版社, 2015.12, ISBN 978-7-218-10512-3, p. 122 

 

Fig. 2.9 贵州省贵定县史志编纂委员会: 《贵定县志》, 贵阳: 贵州人民出版社, 1995.7, 

ISBN 7-221-03642-X/K·279, p.170 
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3. Evidence 
There are 7 pieces of evidence here, which is sufficient to encode the character. 

 

Fig. 3.1 林吕何: 《广西药用动物》, 南宁: 广西人民出版社, 1976.11, 书号: 14116·11, p. 364 
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Fig. 3.2 邓广彪: 《广州饮食业史话》// 

中国人民政治协商会议广东省广州市委员会文史资料研究委员会: 《广州文史资料选辑 第
十八辑》, 广州: 广东人民出版社, 1980.3, 书号: 11111·60, p. 290 
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Fig. 3.3 张乃忠, 陈庆芳, 单永才, 曹仕良: 《农家副业顾问》, 南宁: 广西人民出版社, 

1982.8, p. 266 
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Fig. 3.4 本社: 《广西特产风味指南》, 南宁: 广西人民出版社, 1985.1, 书号: 17113·51, p. 

172 
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Fig. 3.5 陈毅楠: 《康疗食谱》, 西安: 陕西科学技术出版社, 1986.5, 统一书号: 15202·111, 
p. 116 

 
 

 

Fig. 3.6 秦永炤, 段仕洪: 《桂林滋补菜谱》, 桂林: 广西师范大学出版社, 1989.9, ISBN 7-
5633-0528-9/Z·004, p. 257 
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Fig. 3.7 陈国强, 张粤华, 张少珍: 《中等旅游职业技术教育系列教材 餐饮实务》, 广州: 中

山大学出版社, 1996.10, ISBN 7-306-01212-6, p. 240 
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4. Appendix 
This part shows the encoding status of the Singapore-submitted characters in C1 project. 

SG Src. UCS Char. IDS Current Src. IRG WS SN 

RW0804 
(GS-2824) 

U+2B416 𫐖 ⿰车翏 GCH-4018.68 C1-20458 

RW0875 
(GS-286B) 

U+2B11B 𫄛 ⿰纟今 GCH-4011.54 C1-16692 

RW1247 
(GS-2C4F) 

U+308FC 𰣼 ⿸疒积 UK-02664 WS2015-02626 

RW1303 
(GS-2D23) 

U+2EDD7  ⿰车太 GIDC23-488  

RW1407 
(GS-2E27) 

U+2B2B8 𫊸 ⿰虫乔 GCH-2014.79 C1-18767 

RW1421 
(GS-2E35) 

U+30F75 𰽵 ⿰钅光 UK-02218 WS2015-04486 

RW1424 
(GS-2E38) 

U+2CCFF 𬳿 ⿰马余 GCH-3024.86 D/E-09633 

RW1425 
(GS-2E39) 

U+2B626 𫘦 ⿰马匋 GCH-5024.96 C1-23016 

RW1488 
(GS-2E78) 

U+30F72 𰽲 ⿰钅吉 UK-02680 WS2015-04483 

RW9082 

(GS-7A72) 
  ⿰鱼孟 UTC-03336  

RW9084 
(GS-7A74) 

U+2B6A7 𫚧 ⿰鱼曹 GCH-1027.09 C1-23635 

RW9085 
(GS-7A75) 

U+2B812 𫠒 ⿰鱼章 GZH-1716.17 UNC2007-243 

RW9086 
(GS-7A76) 

U+2B6AD 𫚭 ⿰鱼巤 GCH-4027.31 C1-23673 

RW9109 
(GS-7B29) 

U+30F5E 𰽞 ⿰钅厄 UK-02678 WS2015-04461 

RW9209 

(GS-7C29) 
U+2B5AF 𫖯 ⿰兆页 

GXC-5023.25 

UTC-00677 
C1-22509 

RW9232 
(GS-7C40) 

U+2B2BB 𫊻 ⿰虫寻 GCH-2014.82 C1-18779 

RW9235 
(GS-7C43) 

U+2B5EB 𫗫 ⿰饣胡 
GXC-3024.06 
UTC-00678 

C1-22775 

RW9246 
(GS-7C4E) 

  ⿰春鸟   

RW9272 
(GS-7C68) 

U+2B4FD 𫓽 ⿰钅宗 GBK-1021.02 C1-21575 

S0-212C 
(GS-212C) 

  ⿱心 UK-20252 WS2021-01362 

S0-223D 
(GS-223D) 

U+2AA78 𪩸 ⿰巾贲 GCH-2004.50 C1-08222 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2015/app/?id=02626
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2015/app/?id=04486
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2015/app/?id=04483
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2015/app/?id=04461
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01362
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SG Src. UCS Char. IDS Current Src. IRG WS SN 

S0-2250 
(GS-2250) 

U+9FCE 鿎 ⿰石达 GFC-022  

S0-2422 
(GS-2422) 

U+2B583 𫖃 ⿰面贵 GCH-3022.58 C1-22278 

S0-243F 
(GS-243F) 

U+2B594 𫖔 ⿰韦𤰇 GCH-4022.97 C1-22374 

S0-2446 
(GS-2446) 

U+321FA  ⿰钅匡 GXM-00192 WS2017-04479 

 
 

(End of Document) 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=04479




